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Issues Available in Our Library (Print Only)

For a list of the journals and their print issues available in our library / on campus, use this link:

Journals of BAU International Berlin Library in the ZBD catalogue

Please note:

The receipt of recent issues (from March 2018 on) is more up to date in our iOPAC than in the ZDB catalogue.

Older issues can currently be best found in the ZDB catalogue. They are being currently catalogued in our iOPAC.

For a quicker and more exact search for these journals in external catalogues, use their respective ISSNs (International Standard Serial Numbers). The ISSN is an eight-digit number used to uniquely identify a journal or other serial publication, e.g. 1388-4239 for the journal "Frame: The International Review of Interior Architecture and Design". For the journals available in our library, you will find the respective ISSNs in section “External Links“ below.

In our library iOPAC, searches using ISSNs lead to null results. Please use instead Advanced Search and type in the journal's name in the field Title.
External Weblinks

In the following list, you will find external links for the periodicals (Design, Architecture, Arts) owned by our library: journal archives, freely available full texts, as well as records of Barbaros Library at BAU Bahçeşehir University Istanbul.

Legend

- Journal issue archives  
  (in most cases only tables of contents and abstracts)
- Open Access and other freely available resources
- DFG National Licenses  
  (full text, in general accessible on campus only)
- Record at BAU Istanbul Library
- Record in the ZDB catalogue  
  (only given when no other link available)
Apollo: The International Art Magazine / Apollo, London
ISSN 0003-6536
177.2013 N.S. - present  169.2009 N.S. – present

Art Monthly / Britannia Art, London
ISSN 0142-6702

Axis: Quarterly on Trends in Design / AXIS, Tokyo
ISSN 0285-8223
most recent issue only

Cabinet: A Quarterly of Art and Culture / Immaterial, Brooklyn, NY
ISSN 1531-1430
1.2000 – present

Candide: Journal for Architectural Knowledge / Faculty of Architecture, Department for Theory of Architecture, RWTH Aachen University
ISSN 1869-6465
Printed issues: Donation by Prof Carola Ebert
1.2009 - 10.2016 (no longer published afterwards)

Der Architekt / Bund Deutscher Architekten (BDA) (Association of German Architects)
ISSN 0003-875X
2012,8 - present (with some free fulltexts)

Detail Inside: Zeitschrift für Architektur und Innenraumgestaltung = Review of Architecture and Interior Design / Institut für Internationale Architektur-Dokumentation, Munich
ISSN 2568-3470
[1.]2015 – present
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External Links

Design, Architecture, Arts

Detail: Zeitschrift für Architektur + Baudetail = Review Of Architecture And Construction Details / Institut für Internationale Architektur-Dokumentation, Munich
ISSN 0011-9571
[26.]1986,4 - present [66.]2007,6 – present (English edition)

ISSN 0960-779X

Frame: The International Review of Interior Architecture and Design / Frame, Amsterdam
ISSN 1388-4239
& [10.]2006,3=50 - present [17.]2013,4=93 – present

Novum: World of Graphic Design / Stiebner, Grünwald
ISSN 1438-1753
[1.]1924,1; [82.]2011 – present

SISU-LINE: The Journal of Interior Architecture Research / Estonian Association of Interior Architecture, Tallinn
ISSN 2382-9397
Printed issues: Donation by Prof Carola Ebert
& 1.2014 - 2.2015

Stadtaspekte / Bundesstiftung Baukultur (Federal Building Culture Foundation), Potsdam
ISSN 2195-4917

Thesis: Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrift der Bauhaus-Universität Weimar
ISSN 1433-5735
43.1997; 46.2000; 49.2003
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- https://www.uni-koblenz-landau.de/de/forschung/bilderforschung/dfgprojekte.jpg/@@images/4e8ba500-b182-4f7d-aebf-3c26756eb6bd.jpeg
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